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♳嵳㙹䋑瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⟄♴皍獦瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍霟鼜䝠♸2021♳嵳㙹䋑
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍瘻㾝➃䖄鷥崞⸓կ
劥鼜霼⛼⺫ゎ⟄♴ⰻ㺂
Shanghai Urban Space Art Season (SUSAS) now sincerely invites you and
your team to be the curator(s) of SUSAS 2021.
뀉潨芻冎 Background
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍歋♳嵳䋑錞ⴢㄤ荈搬餴彂㽷⟄♴皍獦䋑錞ⴢ餴彂㽷ծ♳
嵳䋑俒⻊ㄤ假康㽷⟄♴皍獦䋑俒⻊假康㽷
⿺䔲㾉⚺㾝䨾㖈⼓➃字佟䏎⟄♴
皍獦⼓➃字佟䏎
Ⱏず⚺⸅կ
SUSAS is co-hosted by Shanghai Urban Planning and Natural Resources Bureau, Shanghai Municipal Administration of Culture and Tourism, and the peoples
government of the district where the main exhibition are held.
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍絩䪬〄䪋㙹䋑雮欰崞刿繠㥩涸⚆⽇礵牟⟄俒⻊Ⱓ䋑蒌
助䒊㙹⚹椚䙁⟄㙹䋑蒌助⻊蒌助欰崞⻊⚹湡叻㼜ⰖⰟ蒌助ㄤ㙹䋑刿倝涸㹊
騨䧭卓⯎ⴔ㾝爙㼜⚿⸅瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍涸佐蜦䎾欽✵㙹䋑涸劢勻〄㾝䩧鸣宕♶衅
䍋涸⚆⽇⠔կ
With its aim to facilitate "City of Art, Art of Life" and the concept ofCulture
Enriches City, Art Enlightens Space
SUSAS manages to exhibit public art and
urban regeneration efforts which are in turn applied to the future projects of city,
adhering to the EXPO spirit ofBetter City, Better Life.
䨔荛湡
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍䊺⚿⸅♲㾉⾎㾉⚿⸅䞔ⲃ霫錛勞俱♧
շ♳嵳㙹䋑
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⾎㾉䞔ⲃ皍➝ոկ
By now, SUSAS 2015, SUSAS 2017 and SUSAS 2019 have all been held successfully. (for details, please refer to Document A:History of SUSAS.)
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 ╭뀨做⻔ Theme Directio
⚹帿Ⰶ餟䕸衅㹊➃字㙹䋑➃字䒊➃字㙹䋑⚹➃字涸ꅾ銳椚䙁⟄⿺♳
嵳䋑㨼䋑佟䏎䲿ⴀ涸銳⸖⸂䩧鸣➃➃鿪剣➃欰ⴀ䕙劼⠔ծ➃➃鿪腊剣䎸♸屛
椚ծ➃➃鿪腊❧剣ㅷ餘欰崞ծ➃➃鿪腊ⴗ㹊䠭「庛䏞ծ➃➃鿪腊䭆剣䔱㾩雩ず涸
㙹䋑
2021瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍僈烁⟄匬䒊ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕⚹⚺곿倰ぢկ
In response to the key concept ofa city built by the people and for the
people, CPC Shanghai Municipal Committee and Municipal Peoples Government of Shanghai propose to createa city where everyone has a chance to excel,
to participate in public governance in an orderly manner, to enjoy premium life
quality, to feel warmth in and belonging to the city. Thus SUSAS 2021 chooses
“build 15-minute community-life circle” as its theme direction.
劥㾉瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍涸⚿⸅䬾ッ梡ㄤ䱲雭㥵⡦鸑鵂匬䒊15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕
鵳♧姿⟄刿⠏涸⣘絛忘駈➃字宠欽剒㥩涸餴彂剪⸉➃字䲿⣘刿㢴涸劼麁
䧭㽠嫦⚡➃鵳♧姿⡤梡⚥䗱㙹⼓⸆腊ㅷ餘䲿⼮䩧鸣➃䚍⻊㙹䋑ծ➃俒⻊孞䜂ծ
➃䞔欰崞絛➃字䲿⣘刿㢴ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂծ綁蒀瑟ꢂ鵳♧姿䔂⻊遳ꞏծ爢⼓㖈㛇㽻
屛椚⚥涸㛇炄䚍⡲欽Ⱏず䲀鵳爢⼓䗎屛椚
䭯絯㸤㊤㹻꡶〡剪⸉⡤禹慨崞
㙹䋑屛椚涸牟絑劣哶կ
SUSAS 2021 is intended to tackle the issue of how the program of15-minute community-life circlemay help optimize what is offered to satisfied the needs
of people, serve the people with the best possible resources, and provide more
opportunities of self-realization; to further improve the functions of central regions
of Shanghai with more greens and public spaces for a more livable and humane
city; and finally, to strengthen the basic roles played by subdistrict divisions in
local governance, promote community-basedmicro governance, continue refining the neighborhood-based service system and activate thenerve endingof
urban governance.
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 侓瞬䭰䑜 Relevant Policies
շ♳嵳䋑㙹䋑䚪⡤錞ⴢ2017-2035ո㼜匬䒊15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕紵Ⰶ✫
錞ⴢ湡叻鸑鵂㸤㊤㛇劥欰崞⽀⯋垷䒭勻僥ㄤ⡤梡倝傞劍涸㙹䋑欰崞倰䒭ծ錞
ⴢ㹊倶ծ爢⼓盗椚涸鲮㘗կ
Shanghai Master Plan 2017-2035 includes 15-minute community-life
circleas one of its targets, that is, refining basic elements in community life so
as to reflect and embody current transformations in urban life, urban planning
implementation and community governance.
2016䎃8剢䋑錞ⴢ餴彂㽷⽪〄շ♳嵳䋑15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕錞ⴢ㼋ⴭո
⟄錞
ⴢⲥⴭծ䒊霃㼋䒸ㄤ遤⸓䭷䒸涸倰䒭㼜欰崞㕕涸嚋䙁衅㹊⚹㾀⡞ծ㽠⚌ծⴀ遤ծ
剪⸉ㄤ⠅ꢀ❀倰涸ⰻ㺂㖈Ⰼ䋑䲀䎛霫錛勞俱✳
շⰢ✵♳嵳䋑15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰
崞㕕ոկ
In August 2016, Shanghai Urban Planning and Natural Resources Bureau
published Shanghai Planning Guidance of 15-minute Community-life Circle
which dictates how planning, construction and activities should be mobilized to
improve communities in five fields: Accommodation, Employment, Travel, Services
and Leisure. For details, please refer to Document B: Shanghai 15-minute Community-life Circle.
瞬㺥潨吙 Purposes
2021瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍瘻㾝湡叻⺫䭍
Purposes of SUSAS 2021 include:
1⚹ぐ紩佟䏎鿈꡶ծ爢⠔ぐ歲♸15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕㙹䋑刿倝涸䱲程
ㄤ㹊騨䵨䒊䒓佞䚍䎂〵
Create an open platform where governmental authorities and various stakeholders are involved to explore and implement projects of city regeneration in line
with the15-minute community-life circle;
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2欰⸓ッ梡15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕涸錞ⴢㄤ㹊倶䞔ⲃ䩧鸣〳䲀䎛涸爙薴爢
⼓
Demonstrate the planning and implementation of15-minute community-life
circleand create model communities with extendable potentials;
3剣佪䲀⸓䨾㖈㖑⼓15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕 ⸆腊䲿⼮ծ霃倶㸤㊤⸈䔂俒⻊
劼匬ծ俒⻊霃倶⿺俒假崞⸓♸㾀字傈䌢欰崞涸絕ざ絛➃字䲿⣘➃俒蒌助孞䜂崽
⾩ծ⯎忘➃䞔掆抠孞涸ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ
Promote functional upgrade and facility renovation in the exhibited communities as part of15-minute community-life circle, integrate cultural organizations,
facilities and activities into the daily life of residents, and offer a number of artful
public spaces filled with human and worldly warmth;
4剣佪䲿⼮䨾㖈㖑⼓爢⼓屛椚宐䎂⯎ⴔ慨〄➃字纈⠍涸⚺➃线礵牟⢪
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍崞⸓䧭⚹䎛紵纈鎊ծ䎛꧋⠍兰涸Ⱆ⠍雳✲⾍կ
Improve governance in the exhibited communities, activate peoples sense of
ownership so that SUSAS may function as aforumof peoples opinions and wits.
 ╱ⲋ僓ꭊ Holding Time
2021瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚿⸅傞ꢂ⚹2021䎃9剢荛11剢兽㹁կ
SUSAS 2021 is (tentatively) expected to be held between September and
November in 2021.
 瞬㺥㐙㐌 Place
瘻㾝㖞㖑䎾䔲僽腊鳅㥩ッ梡劥㾉⚺곿涸㸤侮爢⼓䧴爢⼓⚥涸㽷鿈晙⼓կ
The exhibition should be held at the entirety or a section of a community that
sufficiently embodies the theme of SUSAS 2021.
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瘻㾝㖞㖑〳歋瘻㾝➃荈遤䲿ぜ䧴➢㢊鷥爢⼓⚥鷥䭊կ㢊鷥爢⼓⺫䭍㸌⼓
倝⼶爢⼓ծ赙咕爢⼓嵙⚎倝⼓꣣㹻㏟爢⼓ծ䟃⽂ꞏ嵳導勠爢⼓㸝⼓⚰対騟爢⼓
瘝12⚡⼓涸14⚡爢⼓霫錛勞俱㔋
շ2021♳嵳㙹䋑瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍瘻㾝㢊鷥爢⼓ぜ⽀ո
կ劥䋑랕嵙⼓ծ赙〡⼓ծ䃩僈⼓ծꆄ㿋⼓瘝㢊鷥ぜ⽀⚥劢ⴀ涸ぐ⼓⛲〳⟄鵳遤
䲿ぜկ
Curator(s) may choose from a list of candidates or nominate another
community as they wish. There are 14 Communities suggested candidates in 12
districts, including Xinhua Community (Changning District), Hongqiao Community
(Changning District)Lujiazui Community (Pudong New Area), Haishen Village
Community (Huinan Town), Linfen Road Community (Jingan District)(for the full
list, please refer to Document D:Candidate Communities for SUSAS 2021). Districts not included in the list - Huangpu District, Hongkou District, Chongming District, Jinshan District, among others - are also available to be nominated.
瞬㺥☭锢寛 Requirements of Curators
瞬㺥☭稝㒘 Posts of curator
劥妃瘻㾝➃䖄鷥鼜霼㼆瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍涸椚䙁ㄤ⟟⧩帿⟄雩ず涸爢⠔ぐ歲➃㡦
䎾䖄䚪瘻㾝➃䧴翫ざ瘻㾝➃ⴔⵆ䪬䬐⟄♴䊨⡲
We are looking for practitioners or researchers of various relevant fields who
identify with the concepts and values of SUSAS to apply for chief or joint curators.
䚪瘻㾝➃䎾䔲㼆Ⰼ䋑㽻涸15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕䊨⡲䒓㾝䞔ⲃ剣䨾✫鍒Ⰼ
霥ꅺ⚺곿倰ぢ䲿ⴀ銻渷Ⰼ䋑涸瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍䚪瘻㾝倰呩䲿ぜⰨ剣㹊倶乼⡲䚍涸
劥㾉⚺㾝䨾㖈爢⼓⟄♧⚡㸤侮爢⼓⚹薴㔵
ⵖ㹁霪爢⼓瘻㾝倰呩絆䒊瘻㾝㔙ꢭ
䎇絆絉㹊倶կ
Chief Curator(s) should provide a comprehensive elucidation of the theme
direction and propose a master curatorial program that covers the entire area of
Shanghai based on their information of how15-minute community-life circleis
implemented in the entirety of Shanghai. They should nominate one entire community that is aligned with the theme and practically plausible as the site of main
exhibition, develop a curatorial program for the community, form a curatorial team
and implement the program.
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翫ざ瘻㾝➃䎾䔲㼆15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕䊨⡲䒓㾝䞔ⲃ剣䨾✫鍒㽠厤♧爢⼓
涸15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕䧴爢⼓䒊霃ㄤ屛椚⚥涸厤♧곭㚖㥵瑟ꢂ霃雦ծⰖⰟ蒌助ծ爢
⼓蠒鸣瘝䲿ⴀ瘻㾝倰呩䎇絆絉㹊倶⡲⚹瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍涸絆䧭鿈ⴔկ
Joint Curator(s) should have an idea of the15-minute community-life circle; propose and implement a curatorial program for a community concerning its
15-minute community-life circle or an aspect of how to build or govern a community
(e.g., space design, public art, identity of community) as part of SUSAS 2021.
瞬㺥☭鰑呬 Preferred Qualifications
歍霼➃㥵剣⟄♴絑낉ㄤ餴彂㼜⠏⯓罌贊
Applicants with these qualifications or resources are preferred:
1㼆♳嵳涸㙹䋑〄㾝Ⱘ剣杝ⵌ錛鍒腊㼆䔲♴絑崸爢⠔〄㾝涸ꅾ㣐ㄐ곿⿺
傞⡲ⴀㆇ䎾
Unique insight into the urban development of Shanghai and responsiveness
towards key current economic or social issues;
2Ⱘ㢊⚪㺢涸㕂ⰻ㢪ず碫崞⸓涸瘻ⴢ⿺䪄遤絑낉⚂㖈⚌歲剣鳅㥩涸〡
烵
Experience in curating and implementing similar events in China or other
countries, and well-established professional reputation;
3腊㢿絆䒊♧佅Ⱘ剣㕂꣢♧崨宐ⲥ涸歋㕂ⰻծ㕂㢪瘻㾝➃絆䧭涸瘻㾝㔙
ꢭ腊䎛岌靈⸓錞ⴢ䋗ծ䒊瘰䋗ծ霃雦䋗ծ蒌助㹻瘝⚁⚌➃プ㾝
The ability to form a first-grade team of Chinese or international curators,
and to mobilize a wide range to urban planners, architects, designers, artists and
other relevant professionals;
4擿䜪㕂ⰻ㢪㯮⡤鵘⡲倰䒭Ⱘ剣⚪㺢涸㕂ⰻ㢪㹒⠛餴彂腊㼜瑟ꢂ蒌助
㷍䲀ぢ刿Ⱘ㕂꣢䕧ㆇ⸂涸倝넞䏞կ
Familiarity with how media, Chinese or overseas, operates, and have media
resources to promote SUSAS on the global stage.
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瞬㺥☭⻑缩䈰✑騜僻 Subsequent Tasks
絑剒絊⟣ㄐ涸瘻㾝➃涸䊨⡲ⰻ㺂ծ勉ⵄ⿺餓⟣瘝㼜〥遤皊雧ざずⰨ⡤⺫䭍
⚂♶ꣳ✵⟄♴ⰻ㺂絆䒊珘㹁涸䊨⡲㔙ꢭ帿⻊⚺곿霥ꅺㄤ瘻㾝倰呩䕎䧭㹊倶倰
呩絆絉㾝➃䒓㾝고湡䪄遤䪾䱽瘻㾝㹊倶鵳䏞ㄤ侮⡤佪卓ꂁざ고湡낉佐⿺Ɀ
皾瘝䊨⡲♸ぐ媯湱Ⱒ⠔雳ծ倝ꢉ〄䋒⠔ծ䒓䍋䒭瘝ꅾ銳䊨⡲獤匧䒓㾝㹒⠛
䲀䎛䊨⡲կ
The chosen curators will sign separate agreements concerning their scope of
work, rights and obligations, including but not limited to: form a stable project team;
further explain the theme and develop a work plan; mobilize participating parties,
make sure that they finish by the designated time and meet the quality standards,
and help with the final review and account; attend project meetings, press conferences, opening and closing ceremonies and other important sessions; and actively
publicize the activities of SUSAS 2021.
瞬㺥做呿䳀☆⫐㵽锢寛 Curatorial Program
䚪瘻㾝➃ㄤ翫ざ瘻㾝➃䨾䲿❜ⰻ㺂⿺銳宠霫錛♴俒կ
The contents and requirements of programs that chief and joint curators need
to deliver are as such:
瞬㺥╭뀨 Theme
瘻㾝⚺곿僽㼆瘻㾝椚䙁涸嚋䭍䚍邍鴪կ瘻㾝⚺곿剣嚋䭍䚍ㄤ⺫㺂䚍〳䬪
㾝荛㙹䋑ㄤ蒌助곭㚖涸ぐ⚡倰腊⡤梡䙼䟝䚍ծ㷖助䚍ծ澯䚍⿺梡㹊Ⱒ䙕〳
➿邍䔲➚㕂꣢屠宐ⲥկ
瘻㾝⚺곿䎾䔲䲿捃♧〣넞䏞ⳕ絅涸露〣䧴霒絆⡲⚹⚺곿
露կ
⢾㥵痦♧㾉⚹㙹䋑刿倝Urban Regeneration
痦✳㾉⚹鵶䱹Ⱏ❧劢勻涸Ⱆ
Ⱏ瑟ꢂthis CONNECTION
痦♲㾉⚹湱麁encounterկ
The theme should demonstrate the curatorial concept in a concise yet inclusive
manner so that it may be extended to other aspects of art and urban development.
It should embody theoretical insights, forward-looking visions and concerns for current realities, representing the first-class quality on the globe. The theme should be
encapsulated in a phrase or a short sentence. Here are the themes of previous SUSAS for reference:Urban Regeneration(SUSAS 2015);this CONNECTION
(SUSAS 2017); andencounter(SUSAS 2019).
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䚪瘻㾝➃䲿ⴀ2021瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍涸瘻㾝⚺곿鸑鵂瘻㾝⚺곿㼆15ⴔꛦ爢⼓
欰崞㕕䲿ⴀ瘻㾝➃涸椚鍒ㄤ霥ꅺկ
Chief Curator(s) should propose the theme of SUSAS 2021 in general which
shows their understanding and interpretation of15-minute community-life circle.
翫ざ瘻㾝➃㽠厤♧爢⼓䧴厤♧곭㚖䲿ⴀⰢ✵15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕涸瘻㾝
⚺곿կ
Joint Curators(s) should propose the theme for a single community or field
concerning15-minute community-life circle.
瞬㺥缏卐 Structure of Curation
䚪瘻㾝➃䲿ⴀ2021瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍涸侮⡤瘻㾝絕匬⺫䭍湡叻ծ呥卹ծ䕎䒭瘝կ
♲㾉瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍瘻㾝絕匬ⴔ⚹⚺㾝ծ㹊騨呩⢾㾝ծ翫ざ㾝ㄤⰖ⠍崞⸓SUSAS㷖
ꤎկ劥㾉⚺곿倰ぢ15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕僽♧고銻渷Ⰼ䋑涸遤⸓䚪瘻㾝➃絕ざ
劥㾉⚺곿倰ぢ涸暵蒀䲿ⴀ瘻㾝絕匬䎇䲿ぜ劥㾉⚺㾝䨾㖈爢⼓⟄♧⚡㸤侮爢⼓⚹
薴㔵䎇Ⱘ〳遤䚍կ
劥㾉瘻㾝絕匬〳⟄罌⡎♶㽷ꣳ✵⾎㾉կ
Chief Curator(s) should propose the structure of SUSAS 2021 in general,
including its targets, framework and forms. Each of SUSAS 2015, 2017 and 2019
comprises of a main exhibition, site projects, joint exhibitions and public activities
(SUSAS College). Chief curator(s) should develop a framework aligned with the
theme direction of SUSAS 2021,15-minute community circlewhich covers the
entirety of Shanghai, and nominate a plausible community (in its full) for the main
exhibition. Previous structure is only for reference and not normative.
翫ざ瘻㾝➃㽠厤♧爢⼓䧴厤♧곭㚖䲿ⴀ瘻㾝絕匬⺫䭍湡叻ծ呥卹ծ䕎䒭
瘝կ
Joint Curator(s) should propose the curatorial structure for a single community or a field, including the targets, framework and forms of the exhibition.
瞬㺥⫐㵽 Contents
瘻㾝➃㽠䲿ぜ涸瘻㾝㖞㖑㾝䒓ⰻ㺂瘻ⴢկ
Curators should develop a substantial framwork for the nominated site.
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瘻㾝㖞㖑鷥䭊腊넞䏞ッ梡15ⴔꛦ爢⼓欰崞㕕㾀⡞ծ❜鸑ծⰖ剪ծ⠅ꢀծ㽠
⚌瘝倰梡朐ㄤ錞ⴢ椚䙁涸㸤侮爢⼓䧴爢⼓⚥涸㽷鿈晙⼓կ霪瘻㾝㖞㖑絑鵂鵛䎃
勻涸㙹䋑刿倝㹊梡✫瑟ꢂㅷ餘䲿⼮ㄤ霃倶㸤㊤䲿⼮✫䋑字欰崞涸䎋犷䠭ㄤ蜦䖤
䠭կ
The site should clearly demonstrate the idea of15-minute community-life circlein terms of accommdation, employment, travel, services, and leisure life. And the
curators should make sure that the site has undergone significant improvements in
its spaces and facilities, and hence the welfare and sense of gain of its residents as
the result of recent city renewal efforts.
ⰻ㺂瘻ⴢ〳⟄⺫䭍㖞䨾佖鸣ծⰖⰟ蒌助嗃Ⰶծ䋑字崞⸓⚿⸅瘝㢴猫碫㘗鸑鵂
佦✲雷鶣ծ♸⡤낉ծ✽⸓❜崨瘝倰䒭䱲雭劥㾉⚺곿렽⸠♸䋑字傈䌢欰崞宠絕
ざ♸俒⻊假康고湡絕ざ♸㖈㖑爢⼓傁剣餴彂湱絕ざ瘻ⴢⰨ剣掆抠孞涸崞⸓
고湡կ♲㾉ꅷ欽✫㾝錢㾝爙ծ㖈㖑⡲䊨⡲蠒ծ䋑字靃㛔ծ㷖助尪륫瘝䕎䒭劥㾉
〳⟄罌⡎♶㽷ꣳ✵⾎㾉կ
Forms of activities may include site renovation, public art, civic events and
more. The theme may be discussed via storytelling, immersive experience and interactive dialogues. The SUSAS events are encouraged to bepopularandpeople-orientedin the sense that they are integrated with the daily life of citizens,
cultural and tourist programs, and existing local assets. Previous activities, only for
reference instead of normative, include formal exhibitions, on-site creative camp,
public educational programs and seminars.
䚪瘻㾝➃ꛏ㼆⚺㾝瘻㾝㖞㖑綘ⵖ瘻㾝倰呩䲿ⴀ
Chief Curator(s) should develop a program for the main exhibition, including:
1㖞䨾鷥䭊ㄤ崞⸓ⰻ㺂瘻ⴢ倰呩ծ䒓䍋瘻ⴢ倰呩ծ㹒⠛瘻ⴢ倰呩կ㖞䨾ㄤ崞
⸓고湡幡⽀䎾䔲ゎ고湡ぜ獦ծ㖑挿ծⰻ㺂嚋銳⿺爙䠑㕃晙կ
Ⱖ⚥㖞䨾佖鸣고湡♶㼱
✵20⚡ծⰖⰟ蒌助嗃Ⰶ고湡♶㼱✵10⚡ծ䋑字崞⸓⚿⸅♶㼱✵30㖞կ
Site selection and programs for the opening ceremony, subsequent activities
and publicity strategy. The item list should specify the title and site of each activity,
describe its contents briefly and provide illustration(s). The program should contain
at least 20 renovation projects, at least 10 public artworks, and at least 30 civic
events.
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2瘻㾝䊨⡲雦ⴢկⵖ㹁荈2021䎃1剢饰荛崞⸓絕勲劍ꢂ涸剢䏞䊨⡲䲀鵳
雦ⴢ⺫䭍㖞䨾佖鸣ծⰖⰟ蒌助嗃Ⰶծ䋑字崞⸓⿺㹒⠛瘝雦ⴢկ
Curation work plan. A monthly work plan ranging from January 2021 to
the end of SUSAS 2021for renovation, public art, civic activities and publicity
programs.
3䚪瘻㾝➃㖈♳鶣2ծ3鿈ⴔ䨾䊨⡲㢪た絯瘻㾝⚥鵮䒓㾝⺫䭍錠錣
霋ⵆ禹絡VIծ叻霋禹絡ㄤ暟俱㥵㼋錢䩛ⱃծ㖑㕃ⱃծ遥欰ㅷ霃雦ㄤⵖ⡲瘝䊨
⡲կ
劥妃䖄꧋♶銳宠䲿ⴀ湱Ⱒⰻ㺂㥵剣霃䟝〳䲿⣘嚋䙁倰呩կ
For chief curator(s), in addition to the tasks specified in Section 2 and 3
abovedesigning and production of virtual identity (VI) system, signage and materials (e.g., guide book, map, derivatives) will also be enclusive in the later work.
A conceptual plan, although not required this time, may prefer to be provided as
part of application materials.
翫ざ瘻㾝➃㽠厤♧爢⼓䧴厤♧곭㚖撑♳鶣㼆䚪瘻㾝➃涸瘻㾝銳宠䲿
ⴀ湱Ⱒⰻ㺂կ
Joint curator(s) should develop a corresponding plan for their community
or field in reference to the master program developed by the chief curator(s).
뀔砯呻厜Budget Framework
䚪瘻㾝➃綘ⵖ涸곫皾ꛏ㼆⚺㾝䎾䔲⺫䭍瘻㾝餩欽瘻㾝ⰻ㺂㹊倶餩欽
錠錣霋ⵆ禹絡ծ叻霋禹絡ㄤ暟俱瘝涸霃雦ㄤⵖ⡲餩欽կ
Ⱘ⡤ⰻ㺂㥵♴
Chief curator(s) should develop a budget for the main exhibition that describes the fees of developing and implementing curatorial programs, expenses
for designing and producing visual identity, signage and other materials. More
specifically, the budget should include:
1瘻㾝餩欽⺫䭍綘ⵖ瘻㾝倰呩ㄤ絆絉䪄遤盗椚瘝巑渷瘻㾝㔙ꢭ瘻㾝
➃⿺Ⱖ⸔椚涸➃䊨ծ❜鸑ծ⡞㺋ծ鸑雴瘝餩欽կ䒊雳姼鿈ⴔ餩欽䱽ⵖ⚹䚪곫皾涸
15-20%կ
The fees for program documentation, organization and administration: labor, transportation, accommodation and communication of the team (curator
and assistants). Should take up 15-20% of the budget.
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2瘻㾝ⰻ㺂㹊倶餩欽⺫䭍㖞䨾佖鸣ծⰖⰟ蒌助嗃Ⰶծ䋑字崞⸓瘝ぐ碫고湡
涸㹊꣢霃雦ⵖ⡲ㄤ䒓㾝瘝餩欽կ
Implementation costs for renovation, public art and civic activities.
3叻霋禹絡ㄤ暟俱瘝涸霃雦ㄤⵖ⡲餩欽⺫䭍錠錣霋ⵆ禹絡VIծ叻霋禹絡
ㄤ暟俱㥵㼋錢䩛ⱃծ㖑㕃ⱃծ遥欰ㅷ瘝餩欽կ
Design and production cost of VI, signage and other materials (e.g., guide
book, map and derivatives).
4ꂁ㤛곫皾ꆄ괄撑⾎㾉瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍㖈姼㛇炄♳렽⸠歍霼➃〥遤꧋餴
ꆄկ
Please refer to previous budgets for a rough estimate and it is encouraged to
seek for funding other than SUSAS.
翫ざ瘻㾝➃綘ⵖ涸곫皾撑䚪瘻㾝➃곫皾綘ⵖ銳宠կ
Joint Curator(s) should develop their budget in accordance with that of the
chief curator(s).

氰騟瓨䍈 Application Procedure
氰騟嵤瓨 Stages
歍霼霃⚙⚡媯霼䭽⟄♴銳宠鷻❜歍霼勞俱鹫劍♶✮䱹佐կ
歍霼➃䎾雩溫
ꢓ靀劥鼜霼⛼ⰻ㺂䲿❜歍霼⽰錠⚹䱹「Ⰼ鿈勵妴紨勲կ
The open call will be carried out in two stages - pre-application and substantial application - each with its own set of required materials. The applicant should
carefully read this Invitation Letter, and submission is deemed as indicating that the
applicant confirms and accepts all terms of the Letter.
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1곫歍霼媯 Pre-application
歍霼➃䎾✵⻌❩傞ꢂ䎃剢傈挿㼜շ2021♳嵳㙹䋑瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍
瘻㾝➃곫歍霼邍ո
霫錛勞俱❀⟄歏㶩齱⟝倰䒭䲿❜瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍䪄遤㔙ꢭկ
瑟ꢂ蒌
助㷍䪄遤㔙ꢭ㼜呏䰘곫歍霼䞔ⲃ絆絉瘷毟⠔鸑濼歍霼➃⸈կ
The applicant should send thePre-application Form for SUSAS 2021 Curator/Curatorial Team(see Document E) to the SUSAS executive branch via e-mail
by CST 24:00, 15/11/2020. The executive branch will arrange a question-and-answer session based on the forms received and inform the applicants.
2姻䒭歍霼媯 Substantial Application
歍霼➃䎾✵⻌❩傞ꢂ䎃剢傈挿㼜շ2021♳嵳㙹䋑瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍
瘻㾝➃姻䒭歍霼邍ո
霫錛勞俱❀⟄⿺瘻㾝倰呩俒劥瘝䨾剣勞俱⟄歏㶩齱⟝倰䒭
䲿❜瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍䪄遤㔙ꢭկ
The applicant should send theSubstantial Application Form for SUSAS
2021 Curator/Curatorial Team(see Document E), the texts of the program and
other related material to the SUSAS executive branch via e-mail by CST 24:00,
20/12/2020.
岤䠑㥵歍霼➃劢䲿❜곫歍霼⛲〳⟄湬䱹䲿❜姻䒭歍霼կ䊺䲿❜곫歍霼涸
⛲䲿❜姻䒭歍霼霉鷥⟄姻䒭歍霼⚹ⲥկ
Note:If the applicant fails to submit the Pre-application Form, they are also allowed to submit the substantial application form. If the applicant has submitted the
Pre-application Form, they are still required to submit the Substantial Application
Form. Evaluation will only based on the substantial application form.
3歍霼䲿❜庈麤 How to Submit
劥妃崞⸓➑䲿⣘歏㶩齱⟝歍䫣庈麤㥵剣ず傞齱㺕紺餘俒⟝涸⟄歏㶩齱⟝
涸䱹「ⰻ㺂ㄤ傞ꢂ⚹ⲥկ
SUSAS 2021 only accepts application by e-mail; if the applicant chooses to
send additionally a paper-based copy, we will only consider when the corresponding
e-mail is sent in judging if the delivery is late or note.
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歏㶩齱盲susas2021@126.com齱⟝⚺곿岤僈2021SUSAS瘻㾝➃歍霼+瘻
㾝➃㔙ꢭぜ獦կ
E-mail: susas2021@126.com. The title should be in the formCurator Application for SUSAS 2021 + name of curator/curatorial team.
氰騟☭锢寛 Eligibility of Applicant
歍霼➃䎾僽瘻㾝倰呩涸瘻㾝➃կ
㔙⡤歍霼➃〳⟄僽歋㕂ⰻ䧴㕂꣢䧭プ絆䧭涸
瘻㾝㔙ꢭ,㔙ꢭ䎾䭷㹁♧ぜ呍䗱䧭プ⡲⚹絆կ
The application here is intended for curatorial programs. If the applicant is a
team, members can be Chinese or otherwise, and a member should be designated
as the leader.
駬ꄑ吙⬮瓨䍈 Evaluation
駬ꄑ吙⬮ Evaluation Standards
霉鷥叻ⲥ罌劥鼜霼⛼痦2ծ3畎蒜կ
Please refer to Section 2 and Section 3 of this Invitation Letter.
氰騟包倣⮵㵈 Screening
姻䒭歍霼䨔姺傞ꢂ♧ワⰻ瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍䪄遤㔙ꢭ㼜㼆䨾剣歍霼勞俱鵳遤ⴲ
㹎痗ざ歍䫣銳宠涸倰〳鵳Ⰶ霉㹎玐䎸կ
The executive branch of SUSAS will roughly check the qualification of all application materials within a week after the deadline of substantial application, and
send the qualified for official evaluation.
睘┞鿝駬ꄑ Round A Evaluation
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍㷖助㨼プ⠔皍獦㷖㨼⠔
㼆鸑鵂ⴲ㹎涸歍霼勞俱鵳遤痦♧鲰
霉鷥䕎䧭䚪瘻㾝➃⿺翫ざ瘻㾝➃Ⰶ㔵ぜ⽀կ
SUSAS Academic Committee will review the applicants that have passed
screening, and propose the short list of candidates for both chief and joint curators.
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睘◝鿝駬ꄑ Round B Evaluation
瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍䪄遤㔙ꢭぢⰆ㔵➃〄ⴀ鸑濼䎇㸝䱗꣥鶣⠔կⰆ㔵➃餏餓倰呩
꣥鶣կ
㷖㨼⠔ゑ》宨䫣鵳遤痦✳鲰霉鷥䕎䧭䚪瘻㾝➃⿺翫ざ瘻㾝➃䲿ぜぜ⽀կ
䪄遤㔙ꢭ㼜♸鄄䲿ぜ➃㔙ꢭ㼆䱹た絯䊨⡲կ
The executive branch will notify the short-listed applicants to prepare for a
presentation based on whose performance the academic committee will conduct
a second round of evaluation, and propose the nomination list of chief and joint
curators. The executive branch will then coordinate with the nominated.
曬勶绢㴼 Copyrights
1ⳝ嶍⿺瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍涸⚺곿ծ叻䘋䕎韌ծ㕃晙俒㶶ծ䖃㾉湱Ⱒ⡲ㅷ瘝涸衼
⡲勉ծ㉁叻勉⿺湱Ⱒ勉渤䔱瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰䨾剣䧴鵳遤絶勉盗椚倰剣餓⟣
Ⱏず絶䫡կ
The authorship, trademark and other relevant rights of themes, logos, symbols, images, narratives and previous works belong to or are managed by the host
of SUSAS, and both parties are responsible for protecting and maintaining the
relevant rights.
2䎾䖄⡲ㅷ涸衼⡲勉䔱⡲罏⿺瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰Ⱏず❧剣կ㥵偽〥㢪
⼸㹁瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰涸勉ⵄ⺫䭍⡎♶ꣳ✵䶑䕧䶑⫸ծ雵䔶⿺㢕ⵖ䎾䖄⡲ㅷ
⟄ⴀ晜ծ⥌䜂緸絞⠛乄瘝倰䒭欽⡲雵䔶ծ㾝錢ծ侅肫䧴㹒⠛瘝欽鸀կ
The authorship of each and any application item is shared by its author
and the host of SUSAS. Unless otherwise negotiated and agreed, the rights of
the host of SUSAS include but are not limited to: taking photos, recording, reproducing and publishing application items in books or via Internet for purposes of
documentation, exhibition, education or publicity.
3歍霼➃䲿❜歍霼⽰➿邍Ⱖ⥂霆歍霼俒⟝⿺湱Ⱒ勞俱♶⤀月⟣⡦痦♲
➃涸濼霋❡勉⿺Ⱖ➭ざ岁勉渤կ㥵歍霼➃䲿❜涸歍霼俒⟝⺫ゎ痦♲倰䭆剣濼霋
❡勉涸⡲ㅷ⺫䭍⟣⡦⛼ծ〡㣢ծ㕃䕎ծ䕧⫸ⵖ⡲ㅷ䧴Ⱖ㸐䕎䒭
歍霼➃䎾✲⯓
》䖤勉ⵄ➃䱇勉⟄⤑곡ⵄ䲀鵳고湡կ
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Submission of application materials indicates that the applicant guarantees
that none of the submitted documents and materials infringe on the intellectual
properties or other legitimate rights of any third party. In case the submitted application materials include third-party-owned works in written, spoken, graphic, video
or other forms, the applicant should acquire authorization from the owners of the
involved rights so that the project may proceed lawfully.
4蕯歍霼➃〄欰濼霋❡勉勉㾩瘝索紹歋歍霼➃荈遤⼸㉁鍒Ɀ♸瑟ꢂ蒌
助㷍⚺⸅倰偽Ⱒկ鸣䧭瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰䰀㣟涸瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰剣勉銳宠饄
⩟կ
㥵歋姼❡欰痦♲➃㼆瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⿺瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰涸⟣⡦⚺䓎䧴絶勉歋歍
霼➃荈遤䪬䬐湱Ⱒ餓⟣䎇䎾用⽰䓙邉瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰㔔姼〳腊「ⵌ涸⟣⡦饄
⩟⚺䓎䧴㢅縇կ
If the applicant is involved in disputes over intellectual property or other issues, they should settle the dispute on their own while the host of SUSAS shall not
interfere. The host of SUSAS is entitled to claim compensation in case such disputes
cause damages or losses on the part of SUSAS. In case such disputes cause any
third party to lay claim on SUSAS or the host of SUSAS, the applicant is solely responsible and should immediately compensate for any claims or penalties imposed
on the host of SUSAS.

⟛㶕 Confidentiality
1歍霼➃䎾黽㸛㕂㹻涸剣Ⱒ⥂㺙錞㹁㧆㊤⥂盗⚺⸅倰䲿⣘涸餴俱⥂㸛
ぐ倰涸ぐ고猽㺙䎇⥂䫡湱✽涸濼霋❡勉կ
The applicant should abide by relevant regulations of confidentiality, take
care of materials provided by the host, keep the secrets and protect the intellectual
properties of all involved parties.
2劢絑雽〳歍霼➃♶䖤㼜餴俱䧴䧭卓ぢ痦♲倰鲮雮䧴欽✵劥鼜霼⛼䨾
䭷고湡㢪涸Ⱖ➭고湡կ
㥵〄欰⟄♳䞔ⲃ屧㺙倰䪬䬐♧ⴗ歋姼䒸饰涸た卓կ
The applicant is not allowed, unless authorized, to transfer materials or works
of SUSAS 2021 to any third party or use them for any other project, and otherwise
shall be responsible for all outcomes caused.
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3歍霼➃곢⟄⥂㺙倰䒭㢅椚倰湬䱹䧴ꢂ䱹䲿⣘涸劢絑⚺⸅倰Ⱆ䒓涸
⟣⡦餴俱⟄⿺㔔劥고湡䊨⡲䨾湬䱹䧴ꢂ䱹》䖤ծ㢅椚䧴䱹鍘涸⟣⡦Ⱖ➭劢絑⚺
⸅倰Ⱆ䒓涸餴俱կ
劢絑瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰ず䠑♶䖤ぢ痦♲倰鷳ꪪ⟣⡦剣Ⱒ고湡
涸ⰻ㺂䧴Ⱆ䒓⟣⡦고湡⚥ꢂ䧭卓䧴剒絊䧭卓կ
㥵〄欰⟄♳䞔ⲃ歋歍霼➃䪬䬐♧
ⴗ歋姼䒸饰涸た卓կ
The applicant should keep safe all materials provided, directly or indirectly,
to or by the host of SUSAS which are not made public by the host, and all materials the applicant acquires, processes or gets hand on, directly or indirectly for
SUSAS 2021 which are not made public by the host. Unless authorized by the
host, the applicant is not allowed to reveal anything about SUSAS 2021 or any of
the results, intermediate or final, of SUSAS 2021 to any third party. If such terms
are violated, the applicant is solely and fully responsible.

◚駖闌⬑ Dispute Settlement
1瘻㾝➃⿺湱䎾瘻㾝倰呩㼜絑霉㹎た烁㹁䎇〥遤皊紨劥鼜霼⛼⚥涸銳
宠⿺錞㹁ꛏ㼆劥妃䖄鷥崞⸓剣佪⡎㥵た絯♸瘻㾝➃皊雧涸⼸雳剣♶ず錞㹁涸
⟄た絯⼸雳⚹ⲥկ
The applicant will sign a separate agreement after they and their program
are approved after evaluation. The terms of this Invitation Letter applies to the
open call, and the finalized agreement shall prevail in case it says differently from
this Invitation Letter.
2劥鼜霼⛼⚥薉俒邍鶣剣䊵䒗涸⟄⚥俒⚹ⲥկ
This Invitation Letter is written in both Chinese and English, and the Chinese version prevails in case any inter-lingual discrepancies should occur.
3劥䖄鷥崞⸓鷓欽⚥⼶➃字Ⱏㄤ㕂岁䖒瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺⸅倰㖈岁䖒⯈雽
薴㔵ⰻ䭆剣剒絊鍒ꅺ勉կ
This Open Call is subject to relevant laws of Peoples Republic of China,
and the host of SUSAS reserves the right of final interpretation as long as such
interpretation is lawful.
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4㔔劥妃䖄鷥崞⸓〄欰索紹䎾⼸㉁鍒Ɀ⼸㉁♶䧭涸ぢ瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍⚺
⸅倰䨾㖈㖑➃字岁ꤎ饰霎կ
If any disputes occur over the open call, the involved parties should try to
settle by negotiation; and if negotiation fails, they can bring a suit to the Peoples
Court which has jurisdiction over where the host of SUSAS is situated.
⿀騊臅缘 Contact
♳嵳㙹䋑瑟ꢂ蒌助㷍䪄遤㔙ꢭ♳嵳㙹䋑ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ霃雦⤛鵳⚥䗱
Executive branch of SUSAS (Shanghai Design & Promotion Center of
Urban Spaces)
翫禹➃ Contact Persons脋罈䋗ծ꣥罈䋗 Ms. Hu, Ms. Chen
歏霢 Phone+86-021-23133132
⠛溫 Fax+86-021-23133139
歏㶩齱盲 E-mailsusas2021@126.com

⟄♴偽姻俒կ

(Text ends here.)
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